THE FLOOD

EPISODE TITLES
• EP 1 – FIRST PULSE
• EP 2 – A WORLD REBORN

SERIES DESCRIPTIONS
In the heart of Southern Africa’s largest desert lies a miracle – the Okavango Delta. One of the most
diverse habitats on earth, each year it undergoes an epic transformation as desert is transformed
into a water wonderland. For many, the floodwaters are a lifeline. For others, they bring harsh
challenges. But for all, life is ruled by the pulsing of Africa’s great flood.

EPISODE DESCRIPTIONS
Ep101 First Pulse

Medium Description: 150 Characters or less
As the Okavango awaits the arrival of the great flood, predators exploit every opportunity. And as
water swamps the land, their world is transformed with the emergence of new life.
Long Description: 300-450 Characters or less
In the midst of a dry winter, the parched land waits for the arrival of a miracle flood. Cheetahs relish
the vast open spaces to chase down their prey and feed their growing families, whilst leopards
exploit the hunger of others to launch an audacious ambush. But all this will change. As the great
flood rides in on the sand, there’s an explosion of new life as the Okavango Delta is transformed into
a water wonderland.
Ep 102 A World Reborn

Medium Description: 150 Characters or less
A miracle flood has transformed the Okavango into a vast oasis where underwater
predators rule. But as the delta slowly dries, life is transformed once more with changing
fortunes for all.
Long Description: 300-450 Characters or less
In the Okavango Delta, the miracle flood is at its peak. Animals that once dominated the
land are now constrained to small islands. The lions are no longer king - forced to traverse
a land they do not control. But for the cunning and strategic wild dogs, the islands become
the perfect hunting grounds. As the water recedes, life is transformed once more. Migrant
birds arrive in their millions to breed and one of the greatest feeding frenzies on earth
provides opportunity for all. With the delta returning to desert, a great thirst takes hold,
but the arrival of the rains brings celebration and relief until the next great flood arrives.
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